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5 Days Tour Package Egypt and Jordan

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every day 5 days / 4 Nights any time

Are you looking for 5 Days Egypt and Jordan itinerary? we can help you with your trip. Visit Egypt
highlights ,The Pyramids of Giza,the Sphinx, the Egyptian museum,Then travel to Jordan to visit
Amman,Petra and the Dead sea.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

  

Egypt 

Pick up service at Airport.
2 nights at a hotel in Cairo.
An escorted knowledgable tour
guide all over the tour.
All your transportation during the
tour with a private A.C car.
Entering fees to all the mentioned
sightseeing on the itinerary.
All Service Charges and taxes.
Egypt entry visa.

Jordan 

Meet and assist upon arrival and
departure.
2 Nights’ accommodation at the
mentioned hotel.
Free Jordanian visa.
Transportation by modern AC bus
with Wi-Fi and English-speaking
driver.
Entrance fees.
Unlimited mineral water per
person per day at tour.
Horse ride

  

Egypt

International Airfare.
Tipping
Optional Tours

Jordan

Jordan departure tax.(Should be
included in the flight ticket )
Drinks during meals & lunches.
Personal expenses.
Drinks
Tips.
Any services not mentioned in the
program.

Itinerary:

Are you looking for 5 Days Egypt and Jordan itinerary? we can help you with your trip. Visit
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Egypt highlights ,The Pyramids of Giza,the Sphinx, the Egyptian museum , Then travel to
Jordan to visit Amman,Petra and the Dead sea.
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 Days Table

First Day :Day 1- Cairo Arrival

Egypt tour packages representative will meet & assist you at Cairo
International Airport, Transfer to hotel by private air-conditioned
vehicle,Overnight in the cairo Hotel.

Second Day :Day 2 -Giza -pyramids

You will be picked up from your hotel in Cairo by our tour
guide,First, you will visit the pyramids of Giza  Cheops , Chephren
& Mykerinus . After seeing the famous pyramids you can head to
visit the Valley Temple . While doing that you can have a closer
look at the Great Sphinx - the legendary guardian that stands by
the huge funeral complex with its lion body and the head of king
Chephren.

Possibilities if the customer preferred to enter inside the great or
the boat museum the Cheops , But both tours are not included in
the tour price Then continue your day tour to Egyptian Museum of
antiquities. It displays the largest and most precious items of
Egyptian art in the world.

It exhibits a rare collection of over 250,000 genuine artifacts that
date as far back as 5000 years, including an exclusive exhibit
dedicated to the Tutankhamen - A collection of treasures, gold,
and jewelry that were buried in his tomb for over 3,500 years
before they were discovered in 1920 when his tomb was
excavated.

Overnight in Cairo

Third Day :Day 3-Cairo-Amman

Fly from Cairo tp Amman,Arrival at Queen Alia International Airport
After finishing the airport process, A whole day to explore the
King’s highway, which was once part of the ancient Silk Road.
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Transfer to visit the Christian Town of Madaba “The City of
Mosaics”. You will be visiting the St. George church with its
mosaic map of the Holy Land from Byzantine times, and the
Archaeological Park, which houses the remains of several
Byzantine churches, including the amazing mosaics of the Church
of the Virgin. Take a detour to visit the Monastery in Mount Nebo.
The Bible reports that Moses climbed up onto Mount Nebo,
coming from the plains of Moab. On the mountain, God showed
him “all the land” which was promised to his descendants. Visit
the ShobaK castle then continuos to sleep overnight in Petra

4Th Day :Day 4-petra

Breakfast. We will start our journey to explore Petra, aptly
described as the “rose-red city, half as old as time”.The ancient
city was founded by the Nabataen’s 2000 years ago. Its massive
architectural structureand its multicolored stones are an incredible
attraction. The visit of the ancient Nabatean capital starts on
horseback, followed by a walk through the Siq, a long narrow
fissure between two overhanging cliffs.Towards the end of the Siq,
you will be spellbound by Petra’s most famous monument; the
Treasury. The tour then proceeds to gradually unfold the mysteries
of the city.

5th Day :Day 5- Cairo- Amman

Pick up from your Hotel in Amman for internatinal departure, If you
wish to extend your trip,You can contact Tour manager to give you
more suggestions.
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Price:

 1168 Dollar PER Double ($ Discount 5% ) --  1230 

 1063 Euro PER Transfer ( € Discount 5% ) --  1119  

 934 GBP PER Transfer (£ Discount 5%) --  1119  

 Discount Code "loveegypt"

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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